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A killer turns a young family's dream holiday into an unfathomable nightmare....Menley Nichols and her
husband, Adam, a criminal attorney, rent a house on Cape Cod, in the hope of restoring their faltering
marriage. The birth of their daughter, Hannah, has revitalized their relationship, but Menley has never
stopped blaming herself for the accidental death of her two-year-old son. The serenity of the Cape promises a
new start.
In Remember House, an eighteenth-century landmark with a sinister past, strange incidents force Menley to
relive the accident that killed her son, and she begins to fear for Hannah's safety. Then Adam takes on a
client suspected of murder when his wealthy young bride of only three months drowns in a storm -- and the
family is drawn into a rising tide of terror. A confrontation on a dark, rain-swept beach leads to a harrowing
climax that only Mary Higgins Clark could have created.
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From reader reviews:

Tyler Smith:

Here thing why this particular Remember Me are different and dependable to be yours. First of all reading
through a book is good nevertheless it depends in the content of it which is the content is as scrumptious as
food or not. Remember Me giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any book out
there but there is no publication that similar with Remember Me. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open
up your own eyes about the thing in which happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around
you. You can actually bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your means home by train. In
case you are having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Remember Me in e-book
can be your option.

Tania Arney:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specially book entitled
Remember Me your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that
maybe unidentified for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
publication then become one application form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get just
before. The Remember Me giving you another experience more than blown away your mind but also giving
you useful information for your better life within this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern is
your body and mind are going to be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like winning a sport.
Do you want to try this extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Teresa Spillman:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information much easier to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, classifieds, book, and soon. You
will see that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended to you personally is Remember Me this publication consist a lot of the information from the
condition of this world now. This particular book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The
vocabulary styles that writer value to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some
investigation when he makes this book. That is why this book acceptable all of you.

Nancy Lundy:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book was rare? Why so many
concern for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy for reading. Some people likes reading, not
only science book but in addition novel and Remember Me as well as others sources were given information
for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel want to read more and more. Science publication was
created for teacher or even students especially. Those books are helping them to put their knowledge. In
various other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Remember Me to make your spare time



more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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